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Abstract With the measurements of the Magnetospheric Multiscale mission at the magnetopause, we
investigated the electron distribution and the whistler waves associated with a series of six ion‐scale ﬂux
transfer events (FTEs). Based on the magnetic ﬁeld signature, each FTE can be divided into the core region
and the draping region. In the draping regions of the most FTEs, the low‐energy electrons displayed a
bidirectional ﬁeld‐aligned distribution. The medium‐energy electrons showed a ﬁeld‐aligned or beam
distribution in the leading part, while a pancake distribution was presented for the electrons in the trailing
part of the draping region, which has never been reported previously. The close correlation between the
pancake distribution and the compression of the localized magnetic ﬁeld suggests that the pancake
distribution may be due to the betatron acceleration. The whistler waves associated with the FTEs were
observed and categorized into the lower and upper bands according to the frequency range. The lower band
whistler waves propagated in variable directions and therefore could be generated locally. The trailing part
of the draping region with the electron pancake distribution was considered to be one possible source region.
On the contrary, the upper band whistler waves were all found in the core region and propagated antiparallel
to the magnetic ﬁeld and therefore originated from the same source region. The observations conﬁrmed
that the FTEs are important channels for the mass and wave transport between the magnetosheath and the
inner magnetosphere, and the electron dynamics can be modiﬁed during the FTE evolution.
1. Introduction
Flux transfer events (FTEs) representing the helical magnetic structures are frequently observed at the magnetopause. The typical signatures of the FTEs are a bipolar variation of the magnetic ﬁeld component in the
normal direction of the magnetopause and a strong core ﬁeld along their axes (Russell & Elphic, 1978). The
FTEs at the magnetopause are widely considered to be related to magnetic reconnection (Hasegawa et al.,
2010; Lee & Fu, 1985; Oieroset et al., 2011; Russell & Elphic, 1978; Scholer, 1988; Southwood et al., 1988;
Tan et al., 2011), which modiﬁes the topological structure of the magnetic ﬁeld and transfers mass and
energy from solar wind into the Earth's magnetosphere. The properties of FTEs have been extensively studied since the concept was ﬁrst proposed (Fear et al., 2008; Kawano & Russell, 1997; Owen et al., 2008;
Paschmann et al., 1982; Saunders et al., 1984; Zhang et al., 2012). Previous observations found that the
plasma density was lower inside the FTEs as compared with that at the boundary (Oieroset et al., 2011).
Varsani et al. (2014) used the Cluster data to reconstruct the high time resolution pitch angle distributions
of electrons and ions and suggested that the FTE consisted of multiple different plasma layers.
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The Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission launched by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration on 12 March 2015 (Burch et al., 2016) has a huge improvement in time resolution for
plasma and ﬁelds measurements and will improve our understanding of the FTEs, especially the electron
dynamics inside the FTEs. A series of ﬁve ion‐scale ﬂux ropes have been identiﬁed near the reconnection
ion diffusion region at the magnetopause, and they were propagating obliquely to the guide ﬁeld (Teh
et al., 2017) rather than perpendicular to it. A few ﬁlamentary currents and the deviation of the ion‐
frozen‐in condition were found inside ion‐scale ﬂux ropes (Eastwood et al., 2016; Teh et al., 2017;
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Wang et al., 2017). The plasma distribution inside a FTE has been investigated by the MMS measurements (Hwang et al., 2016). A kind of D‐shaped ion distributions and the isotropic electron distribution
have been observed inside this FTE.
In this paper, we investigated a series of six FTEs observed in the southward outﬂow at the magnetopause on
10 January 2016. The ﬁrst two FTEs were found to be very close to the electron diffusion region, while the
other four FTEs were far away from the region. The electron distribution was complex in these FTEs. The
whistler mode waves can be observed around these FTEs.

2. Database and Observation
The MMS mission consists of four spacecraft forming a typical tetrahedron with adjustable interspacecraft
separation down to 10 km. In the interesting regions (e.g., reconnection region and plasma sheet), the burst
data are collected (Burch et al., 2016). In this paper, the magnetic ﬁeld data with a sample rate of 128/s from
ﬂuxgate magnetometer instrument (Russell et al., 2016) are used. The electric ﬁeld data are measured with
the spin‐plane double probe and the axial double probe instrument sampled at 8,192/s (Ergun et al., 2016;
Lindqvist et al., 2016). Electrons and ions distributions are obtained from the fast plasma investigation with
an unprecedented time resolution: 30 ms for electrons and 150 ms for ions (Pollock et al., 2016). The magnetic ﬁeld data with a sample rate of 8,192/s from the search‐coil magnetometer are used for wave analysis
(Le Contel et al., 2016).
2.1. Overview of the Event
On 10 January 2016, MMS passed through the magnetopause from magnetosheath to magnetosphere at
~09:00 UT. At that time, MMS was located at [9.0, −2.6, −0.9] RE in the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE)
coordinate system, approximately at the subsolar point; hence, the GSE coordinate system is appropriate
in the event. During this crossing, the ion ﬂows were strong and southward (up to the local Alfvén
speed), that is, the reconnection was occurring within the current sheet. Figure 1 presents an overview
of the FTEs in the GSE coordinate system. Since the separation of the four satellites was only about
40 km, the measurements at them were similar and thus only the data from MMS1 was displayed.
The event was observed between 08:58:45 and 09:01:30 UT. Figure 1a presents the omnidirectional electron energy spectrum. Figure 1b shows three components of magnetic ﬁeld (Bx in blue, By in green, and
Bz in red) and the magnetic ﬁeld intensity (in black). Figure 1c shows plasma number density. Figures 1d
and 1e show ion ﬂows and electron ﬂows, respectively. Figures 1f and 1g present ion and electron temperatures including parallel (blue) and perpendicular (red) temperatures. Figure 1h shows the parallel
electric ﬁeld (green curve) and its error in pink shadow. In this interval, the spacecraft was mainly
located in the magnetopause boundary layer, since the low‐energy magnetosheath populations
(~100 eV) and the high‐energy magnetosphere populations (>1 keV) were observed simultaneously
(Figure 1a), and additionally, the plasma density was between 5 and 40 cm−3 (Figure 1c). The southward
ion ﬂows were continuously observed and the speed, sometimes, reached 400 km/s, ~0.8 VA where VA is
the Alfvén speed derived from B = 70 nT and N = 10 cm−3. It implies that the reconnection X‐line was
north of the spacecraft. In the whole interval, we identiﬁed six FTEs characterized by a bipolar signature
of Bx and an enhancement of By and ∣B∣ (Figure 1b) near the reversal points of Bx. The FTEs were in
pairs in this event, and thereby the intervals including the FTEs were labeled as B, C, and D in time
sequence. Namely, each short interval (B, C, and D) consists of two FTEs. Before the FTEs, there existed
a period of 08:58:55–08:59:08 UT (labeled as A) when the super‐Alfvén electron ﬂows were detected.
In the interval of A, the high‐speed electron ﬂows exceeding 1,500 km/s were observed (Figure 1e) and were
mainly streaming southward. At the same time, the ion ﬂow speed declined from ~400 to ~150 km/s in the
−z direction. Comparing the electron ﬂows Vez with ion ﬂows Viz, we found that the electron bulk ﬂows were
much stronger than the ion ﬂows (Figures 1d and 1e). Inside the high‐speed electron ﬂows, both the ions and
electrons were heated. The ions were heated in both the parallel and perpendicular directions, and their
perpendicular temperature was mostly higher than the parallel temperature (Figure 1f) in the region. In contrast, although the electrons were also heated in both directions, the parallel temperature was signiﬁcantly
higher than the perpendicular temperature (Figure 1g). Inside the electron ﬂows, the parallel electric ﬁeld
WANG ET AL.
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Figure 1. An overview of the whole events. (a) Omnidirectional electron energy spectrum, (b) three components and
magnitude of magnetic ﬁeld, (c) density, (d) ion ﬂows, (e) electron ﬂows, (f) ion temperature, (g) electron temperature, and
(h) parallel electric ﬁeld. Data of MMS1 are shown.

was intense and its amplitude exceeded 40 mV/m (Figure 1h). Therefore, we conclude that the spacecraft
was close to the electron diffusion region and within the ion diffusion region in this initial period.
The ion diffusion region labeled “A” and the adjacent period “B” are zoomed‐in in Figure 2. Figures 2a and
2b show three components of the magnetic ﬁeld and the electron bulk ﬂow. The x and y components of the
measured electric ﬁeld in blue, −(Vi × B) in green, and −(Ve × B) in red are shown in Figures 2c and 2d,
respectively. Figure 2e shows J ⋅ (E + Ve × B) and its parallel and perpendicular components. It is clear from
Figures 2c and 2d that −(Vi × B) was largely deviated from E and −(Ve × B) during 08:58:56–08:59:10 UT,
whereas Ε and −(Ve × B) matched very well. It means that the electrons were roughly frozen in the magnetic
ﬁeld while the ions were no longer frozen in the magnetic ﬁeld. This observation further supports the conclusion that the ion diffusion region was encountered by the spacecraft during 08:58:55–08:59:10 UT. The
energy dissipation in the electron frame is shown in Figure 2e. The values of J ⋅ (E + Ve × B) varied largely
inside the ion diffusion region and were mainly negative from ~08:58:56 to ~08:58:59 UT and from ~08:59:05
to ~08:59:08 UT. Namely, the values of J ⋅ (E + Ve × B) were mainly negative at the two edges of the electron
ﬂows. It indicates that the magnetic energy was accumulated in these localized regions, as reported near the
electron diffusion region at the magnetopause (Wang et al., 2017).
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Just after the ion diffusion region, a series of six FTEs was observed. The
criteria for identifying the FTEs include a bipolar signature of the Bx component and the signiﬁcant enhancement of the By component as well as
∣B∣. For the FTE1 and FTE2, they were adjacent to the ion diffusion
region, especially for the FTE1, shown in Figure 3. The other four FTEs
were observed in pairs also at ~08:59:50 and at ~09:01:10 UT and individually displayed in Figures 4 and 5. Since the FTE1 was encountered just
near the ion diffusion region, it should be newly formed during the reconnection, that is, so‐called vivo or active FTE (e.g., Pu et al., 2013). After the
FTE1, the reconnection was ongoing and the reconnection site should be
moving northward, because the southward ion ﬂows were continuously
observed and the ion diffusion region was no longer observed. Thus, the
other FTEs 2–6 should be encountered away from the reconnection
diffusion region. In other words, these ﬂux ropes should be full grown
when they were encountered.
2.2. Characteristics of the Ion‐Scale FTEs
Figures 3 (for FTE1 and FTE2), 4 (for FTE3 and FTE4), and 5 (for FTE5
and FTE6) show the measurements of the FTEs in the same format. In
each ﬁgure, the omnidirectional ion and electron energy spectrum, the
pitch angle distribution for the low‐energy (0–200 eV), middle‐energy
(0.2–2 keV), and high‐energy (2–30 keV) electrons, three components of
magnetic ﬁeld and the magnetic ﬁeld strength, the number densities,
the electron temperature, the current density, the ratio of the perpendicular and parallel currents, and the
electric ﬁeld in the x component (Ex, −(Vi × B)x, and −(Ve × B)x) are displayed from top to bottom. The current density is directly calculated from the high‐resolution plasma measurements by the formula
J = Nq(Vi − Ve), where N is the electron number density, q is the elementary charge, and Vi and Ve are
the ion and electron velocity vectors.

Figure 2. (a) Three components of magnetic ﬁeld, (b) electron ﬂows, (c) the
electric ﬁeld Ex,−(Vi × B)x,−(Ve × B)x, (d) the electric ﬁeld Ey,−(Vi × B)y,
−(Ve × B)y, and (e)J ⋅ (E + Ve × B), J ∥ ⋅ E∥, J ⊥ ⋅ (E + Ve × B)⊥.

The FTEs were observed by all four satellites of MMS in turn, so the timing method (Schwartz, 1998) was
used to estimate their speeds and spatial scales. In order to obtain the accurate values, we chose the magnetic
signatures of the FTEs with an evident time delay between any two of the four satellites. Eventually, the timing method was performed to the points of Bx = 0 for the FTE2, FTE3, and FTE5 and to the By peaks for the
other three FTEs. The speed and the propagation direction of the six FTEs were found to be 88 km/s along
n1 = (−0.60, 0.06, −0.80) GSE for FTE1, 169 km/s along n2 = (0.09, −0.29, −0.95) GSE for FTE2, 48 km/s
along n3 = (0.72, −0.28, −0.64) GSE for FTE3, 201 km/s along n4 = (−0.58, −0.22, −0.79) GSE for FTE4,
119 km/s along n5 = (0.04, −0.69, −0.72) GSE for FTE5, and 120 km/s along n6 = (−0.12, −0.40, −0.91)
GSE for FTE6. The durations of the six FTEs were ~2.3, ~1.5, ~1.8, ~1.0, ~1.3, and ~5.2 s, respectively.
Thus, the diameters of the six FTEs from FTE1 to FTE6 were ~202 km (~4.0di), ~254 km (~5.0di), ~86 km
(~1.7di), ~201 km (~3.9di), ~155 km (~3.0di), and ~624 km (~12.2di), respectively, where the ion inertial
length di was about 51 km according to the average density of 20 cm−3. We also used the Minimal
Directional Derivative and Spatial Temporal Difference methods to calculate FTEs velocity (Shi et al.,
2005; Shi et al., 2006; Shi et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2016). The results (not shown here) are consistent with
the timing results.
The FTEs in our event were divided into two regions, that is, draping region and core region, as done previously by Zhao et al. (2016). The interval between minimum and maximum of the magnetic ﬁeld component
Bx was deﬁned as the core region, and the core region was draped by the magnetic ﬂuxes in the draping
region where Bx and ∣B∣ gradually faded to the ambient ﬁeld. The core and draping regions were marked with
the red and blue bars at the top of Figures 3–5, respectively. Thus, each core region was bounded by the leading part and trailing part of the draping region, while the spacecraft crossed the core region of a FTE.
The omnidirectional electron energy spectrum exhibits a similar feature in all of these FTEs (Figures 3b, 4b,
5b, and 5m). The ﬂuxes of the electrons with energy less than ~100 eV fell in the core regions of all of the
FTEs except FTE1. Although the ﬂuxes of electrons increased in some local region of FTE1, a ﬂux
WANG ET AL.
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Figure 3. (a) Omnidirectional ion energy spectrum, (b) omnidirectional electron energy spectrum, (c) pitch angle
spectrogram for 0 to 200 eV electrons, (d) pitch angle spectrogram for 0.2 to 2 keV electrons, (e) pitch angle spectrogram for
2 to 30 keV electrons, (f) three components and magnitude of magnetic ﬁeld, (g) density, (h) electron temperature,
(i) current density, (j) the ratio of J ⊥ /J∥, and (k) the electric ﬁeld Ex, −(Vi × B)x, −(Ve × B)x, and the shadow means the
errors of Ex, for the FTE1 and FTE2.

decrease still can be observed in the By and ∣B∣ peak. In contrast, the ﬂuxes of the electrons with energy larger
than 1 keV increased signiﬁcantly except FTE1. The ﬂuxes of the ions less than ~1 keV decreased also inside
FTEs 3–6 (Figures 3a, 4a, 5a, and 5l). The decrease of the low‐energy electron and ion ﬂuxes was consistent
with the plasma density dips in the core regions of these FTEs (Figures 3g, 4g, 5g, and 5r).
The electron pitch angle distributions inside the FTEs are displayed from panels (c) to (e) with different
energy levels in Figures 3–5. The distributions were very complicated inside these FTEs. In the draping
regions, the low‐energy electron (<200 eV) ﬂuxes were enhanced around 0° and 180° relative to the ambient
magnetic ﬁeld, that is, the bidirectional ﬁeld‐aligned streaming (Figures 3c, 4c, and 5c) except for those of the
FTE6 where the low‐energy electron ﬂuxes were enriched, sometimes, in ﬁeld‐aligned directions
(~09:01:22.1 UT), sometimes, in the perpendicular directions (~09:01:15.5 and ~09:01:22.7 UT).
In the trailing parts of the draping regions of all the FTEs, the medium energy (0.2–2 keV) electron ﬂuxes
(Figures 3d, 4d, 5d, and 5o) were heightened at ~90° direction. In contrast, the medium‐energy electrons
WANG ET AL.
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Figure 4. (a) Omnidirectional ion energy spectrum, (b) omnidirectional electron energy spectrum, (c) pitch angle
spectrogram for 0 to 200 eV electrons, (d) pitch angle spectrogram for 0.2 to 2 keV electrons, (e) pitch angle spectrogram for
2 to 30 keV electrons, (f) three components and magnitude of magnetic ﬁeld, (g) density, (h) electron temperature,
(i) current density, (j) the ratio of J ⊥ /J∥, and (k) the electric ﬁeld Ex, −(Vi × B)x, −(Ve × B)x, and the shadow means the
errors of Ex, for the FTE3 and FTE4.

showed the bidirectional ﬁeld‐aligned distributions in the leading parts of the FTEs 2 and 3 and the beam
distribution in the leading part of the FTEs 1 and 4–6. The increments of the medium‐energy electron
ﬂuxes at ~90° direction in the trailing part of the draping region depended on the strength of the total
magnetic ﬁeld and Bx therein. For the strong magnetic ﬁeld strength and the signiﬁcant enhancements of
Bx, the increments of the medium‐energy electron ﬂuxes were substantial, for example, FTEs 1, 2, and
4–6. While the ∣B∣ increment was slight in the tailing part of the FTE3, the enhancement of the medium‐
energy electron ﬂuxes near 90° directions was weak also.
In the core regions of these FTEs, the low‐energy electrons were mainly antiparallel streaming (Figures 3c,
4c, 5c, and 5n); the medium‐energy and high‐energy electrons were mainly parallel streaming (Figures 3d
and 3e, 4d and 4e, 5d and 5e, and 5o and 5p), except for FTE1 and FTE2. In the core region of the FTE1,
the bidirectional ﬁeld‐aligned distribution still can be detected as in the draping region. In the core region
of the FTE2, the low‐energy electron ﬂuxes were enhanced along the ~180° direction as others, but the
medium‐energy ﬂuxes were depressed in all of the directions (Figure 3d).
WANG ET AL.
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Figure 5. (a) Omnidirectional ion energy spectrum, (b) omnidirectional electron energy spectrum, (c) pitch angle spectrogram for 0 to 200 eV electrons, (d) pitch
angle spectrogram for 0.2 to 2 keV electrons, (e) pitch angle spectrogram for 2 to 30 keV electrons, (f) three components and magnitude of magnetic ﬁeld,
(g) density, (h) electron temperature, (i) current density, (j) the ratio of J ⊥ /J∥, and (k) the electric ﬁeld Ex,−(Vi × B)x, −(Ve × B)x, the shadow means the errors of Ex,
for the FTE5. (l–v) The data in the same format for the FTE6.

These bidirectional low‐energy electrons were generally interpreted as the entry of the magnetosheath electrons and subsequent reﬂection by the magnetic mirror (Hwang et al., 2016; Pu et al., 2013). Indeed, this kind
of the electron distribution was commonly observed in the draping region where the magnetic ﬁeld lines
were reconnected recently between the magnetosheath and the magnetosphere. This can also explain why
the bidirectional ﬁeld‐aligned distribution was observed in the core region of the FTE1, which was freshly
created in the ion diffusion region. As the reconnection processed, this type of distribution in the earlier
reconnected ﬁeld lines would be changed due to less reﬂection and more electron precipitations and therefore disappeared in the core region of the mature FTEs. As a result, the low‐energy magnetosheath electrons
antiparallel to the magnetic ﬁeld (toward the magnetosphere) and the medium and high‐energy magnetosphere electrons parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld (away from the magnetosphere) can be observed simultaneously in the core regions. The FTE6 had evolved for a long time since it was detected far away from the
ion diffusion region. So the bidirectional ﬁeld‐aligned electron distributions in the draping regions were
modiﬁed also.
In Figure 6, we plotted three typical electron distributions. Figures 6a, 6d, and 6g show electron velocity distribution functions cuts in (VB, VB × V) plane, where B and V are unit vectors of the magnetic ﬁeld and the
electron velocity, respectively. Figures 6b, 6e, and 6h show cuts perpendicular to Β. In the electron velocity
distribution cuts containing the magnetic ﬁeld direction VB, electrons showed different distributions: bidirectional magnetosheath electrons along B (Figure 6a), coexistence of the antiparallel‐streaming magnetosheath electrons and parallel‐streaming magnetosphere electrons (Figure 6d), and perpendicular‐heated
electrons (Figure 6g). In the plane perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld, electrons displayed a highly gyrotropic distribution (Figures 6b, 6e, and 6h). Figures 6c, 6f, and 6i show electron ﬂuxes as a function of energy,
where the black, red, and blue lines represent cuts in the perpendicular, parallel, and antiparallel directions,
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Figure 6. (a, d, and g) Electron velocity distribution functions cuts in plane (VB, VB × V). (b, e, and h) Electron velocity distribution functions cuts in the plane
perpendicular to B. (c, f, and i) Electron distributions at different pitch angles. The black, red, and blue lines represent cuts in the perpendicular, parallel, and
antiparallel directions, respectively.

respectively. A bidirectional electron beam with the energy between 40 and 100 eV at 08:59:49.645 UT can be
found in Figure 6c. In Figure 6f, an antiparallel electron beam with the energy between 20 and 80 eV can be
seen at 08:59:48.085 UT. In Figure 6i, an enhancement of the perpendicular electron ﬂuxes in the energy
range of 80–800 eV can be seen.
The electron parallel temperature fell off remarkably in the core region of the FTEs (Figures 3h, 4h, 5h, and
5s) and was most weak inside the density dip, except for FTE1 where a sharp peak of Te∥ was observed at the
density dip. The electron perpendicular temperature did not show a remarkable variation in the FTEs 1–5. In
the FTE6, the electron perpendicular temperature increased and was larger than the parallel temperature,
especially in the trailing part of the draping regions of the FTE6 (Figure 5s).
The current density increased within each of the FTEs and had many ﬁne structures in all three directions
(Figures 3i, 4i, 5i, and 5t), consistent with the previous observation of the ﬁlamentary currents (Eastwood
et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2018; Wang, Nakamura, et al., 2017). The ratio of J ⊥ /J∥ was very large in the
WANG ET AL.
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Figure 7. (a) Three components and magnitude of magnetic ﬁeld, (b) parallel electric ﬁeld, (c) pitch angle spectrogram for
0 to 200 eV electrons, (d, e) power spectral density of electric ﬁeld and magnetic ﬁeld, (f) degree of polarization,
(g) wave angle, (h) ellipticity, and (i) parallel component of the Poynting vector for the FTE1 and FTE2. The black lines
superposed on (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i) correspond to 1, 0.5, and 0.1 the electron gyrofrequency.

draping regions of the FTEs and mostly close to 0 in the core regions of the FTEs (Figures 3j, 4j, 5j, and 5u). It
indicates that the parallel current dominated in most of the core regions, and the perpendicular current was
comparable to the parallel component or dominated in the draping regions of the FTEs, which is in
agreement with the previous investigations of the magnetic ﬂux ropes in the magnetotail and at the
magnetopause (Wang, Nakamura, et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2016).
Since the situation was almost the same in the three components of the electric ﬁeld, only the x component
of E, −(Vi × Β), and −(Ve × B) was present in Figures 3k, 4k, 5k, and 5v. There was an evident deviation
between the Ex and −(Vi × B)x inside all of the FTEs, while Ex and −(Ve × B)x were in good agreement except
for some localized regions with a sharp peak in Ex. Thus, the electrons were mainly frozen in the magnetic
ﬁeld and ions were not within these FTEs. In addition, the intense ﬂuctuations of the electric ﬁeld (e.g., Ex)
were measured in each FTE and were mainly conﬁned to the core region of the FTEs.
2.3. Waves Within FTEs
The electric ﬁeld ﬂuctuations were very strong inside the FTEs (Figures 7–10). These ﬂuctuations are
thought to be related to wave activities. The wave polarization analysis results are shown in Figures 7–10
for all of the FTEs in the same format. Figure 7 shows the result during the interval B including the FTE1
and FTE2. Figure 7a shows three components and magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld. The parallel electric ﬁeld
and low‐energy electrons pitch angle distributions are displayed in Figures 7b and 7c. Figures 7d and 7e
show the omnidirectional spectral power density of electric ﬁeld and magnetic ﬁeld. Figures 7f–7h show
the results of the wave polarization analysis (Samson & Olson, 1980) using search‐coil magnetometer waveforms, including the degree of polarization, wave angle, and ellipticity. Figure 7i shows the parallel
WANG ET AL.
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Figure 8. (a) Three components and magnitude of magnetic ﬁeld, (b) parallel electric ﬁeld, (c) pitch angle spectrogram for
0‐ to 200‐eV electrons, (d, e) power spectral density of electric ﬁeld and magnetic ﬁeld, (f) degree of polarization,
(g) wave angle, (h) ellipticity, (i) parallel component of the Poynting vector for the FTE3 and FTE4, and (j) parallel electric
ﬁeld. The black lines superposed on (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i) correspond to 1, 0.5, and 0.1 the electron gyrofrequency.

component of the Poynting vector. The three curves in Figures 7d–7i to 10d–10i mean the frequencies of 0.1
fce, 0.5 fce, and 1.0 fce, where fce is the electron gyrofrequency.
The strong broadband electrostatic emissions were observed inside all of the FTEs (Figures 7d, 8d, 9d, and
10d), consistent with the intense ﬂuctuations from the waveform data shown in Figures 3k, 4k, 5k, and
5v. The strong parallel electric ﬁeld was observed within all of the FTEs and mainly concentrated on the center region of the FTEs (Figures 7b, 8b, 9b, and 10b); its amplitude was, sometimes, up to 10 mV/m. A short
period of the parallel electric ﬁeld was enlarged in Figure 8j, and the bipolar signature of the parallel electric
ﬁeld represents the electrostatic solitary waves (Cattell, 2005; Deng et al., 2006; Khotyaintsev et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2013). The strong broadband emission was closely related to the ampliﬁcation of the parallel
electric ﬁeld, which indicates that the broadband electrostatic emissions represent the electrostatic solitary
waves, as pointed out previously by Matsumoto et al. (2003).
In addition to the electrostatic waves inside the FTEs, the strong electromagnetic emissions were found frequently around and within the FTEs (Figures 7–10). The enhancements of the electromagnetic emissions
were observed in the frequency ranging from ~0.1 fce to ~0.5 fce in the draping regions of FTE1 and FTE2
(e.g., ~08:59:09, ~08:59:12.3, ~08:59:13, and ~08:59:15.8 UT in Figures 7d and 7e). The polarization analysis
results suggest that the ellipticity was around 1.0 (Figure 7h), and the wave angle is less than 30° (Figure 7g)
of these electromagnetic emissions. Thus, the electromagnetic emissions were the right‐hand circular
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Figure 9. (a) Three components and magnitude of magnetic ﬁeld, (b) parallel electric ﬁeld, (c) pitch angle spectrogram for
0‐ to 200‐eV electrons, (d, e) power spectral density of electric ﬁeld and magnetic ﬁeld, (f) degree of polarization,
(g) wave angle, (h) ellipticity, and (i) parallel component of the Poynting vector for the FTE5. The black lines superposed
on (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i) correspond to 1, 0.5, and 0.1 the electron gyrofrequency.

polarization and they propagated quasi‐parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld, consistent with the whistler mode
waves. The values of the Poynting vector were mainly positive at ~08:59:09, ~08:59:13, and ~08:59:15.8 UT,
which indicates that the waves were propagating parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld, whereas they were negative
at ~08:59:12.3; that is, the waves were propagating antiparallel to the magnetic ﬁeld. Given the magnetic
ﬁeld vectors at the locations with the whistler waves, By dominates for all three components and Bz was
positive at ~08:59:09, ~08:59:13, and ~08:59:15.8 UT. It means that the waves in these areas were mainly
propagating duskward and toward the expected X‐line. For the waves at ~08:59:12.3, they were propagating
dawnward. In the core region of the FTE2, another band of the whistler mode waves was observed at
~ 08:59:14.1 UT (marked with light blue ellipse), with a higher frequency above 0.5 fce and the wave normal
angel of ~60° (Figure 7g). This oblique whistler mode wave was named as the upper band, while the whistler mode waves with the frequency between ~0.1 fce and ~0.5 fce were called the lower band in this paper.
The analogous upper band and lower band whistler mode waves were detected also around the other four
FTEs. In the interval C (Figure 8), the lower band whistler waves were observed at ~08:59:45.5 UT (before
FTE3), at ~08:59:49.6 UT (trailing part of the FTE3), and at ~08:59:53 UT (trailing part of the FTE4). The
Poynting vector was antiparallel to the magnetic ﬁeld at ~08:59:45.5 and ~08:59:49.6 UT. Namely, the lower
band whistler waves were propagating toward the X‐line at ~08:59:45.5 and ~08:59:49.6 UT. In contrast, the
Poynting vector was both parallel and antiparallel during 08:59:52.5–08:59:54 UT; it indicates that the lower
band waves were excited there.
The upper band whistler waves (marked with light blue ellipse in the Figure 8e) were observed very close to
the centers of the FTE3 (at ~08:59:49 UT) and FTE4 (~08:59:51.5 UT). Their frequencies rose from 0.8 fce to
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Figure 10. (a) Three components and magnitude of magnetic ﬁeld, (b) parallel electric ﬁeld, (c) pitch angle spectrogram
for 0‐ to 200‐eV electrons, (d, e) power spectral density of electric ﬁeld and magnetic ﬁeld, (f) degree of polarization,
(g) wave angle, (h) ellipticity, and (i) parallel component of the Poynting vector for the FTE6. The black lines superposed
on (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i) correspond to 1, 0.5, and 0.1 the electron gyrofrequency.

1.2 fce for FTE3 and from 0.7 fce to 1.1 fce for FTE4 (Figures 8d and 8e), the average wave angles were about
30° (Figure 8g), and the Poynting vectors were mainly antiparallel to the magnetic ﬁeld (Figure 8i). Thus, the
upper band whistler waves in the centers of the FTE3 and FTE4 were the rising tone whistler, as observed
recently by Burch et al. (2018) at an electron diffusion region of the magnetopause reconnection but with
the higher frequencies here.
At the FTE5 (Figure 9) and FTE6 (Figure 10), the lower band whistler waves were observed not only in
the leading (at ~09:01:03.7 UT for FTE5 and ~09:01:15.4 UT for FTE6) and trailing (at ~09:01:06.5 UT for
FTE5 and ~09:01:22.8 UT for FTE6) parts where the wave features were totally consistent with the
observations in the draping regions of the FTEs 1–4 but also inside the FTE5 (at ~09:01:05 UT) and
the FTE6 (at 09:01:18 UT). Inside the FTE6, the lower band whistler waves were observed at
~09:01:18 UT and the wave characteristics were in agreement with the others. However, the lower band
whistler waves inside the FTE5 presented some distinct features, especially the wave normal angle. For
the lower band whistler waves in the FTE5, the frequency range was very narrow (from 0.25 fce to 0.35
fce); contrary to the lower band whistler waves associated with other FTEs where the frequency range
was broad, the normal angle was ~80° compared with the other lower band whistlers with the normal
angle of ~30°. Therefore, the lower band whistler waves inside the FTE5 were propagating near perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld.
The upper band whistler waves were observed also inside the FTE5 and FTE6, analogous to the other FTEs
2–4. It was observed once at 09:01:04.7 UT within FTE5 and multiple times (at ~09:01:17.2, 09:01:18.7,
09:01:19.2, and 09:01:21 UT) inside FTE6. The upper band wave in the FTE5 was the typical rising tone,
while that in the FTE6 kept nearly constant frequency of 1.0 fce.
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Figure 11. A sketch of the motion of the MMS relative to magnetopause, X‐line, and all FTEs. MMS encounter with
(a) FTE1, (b) FTE2, (c) FTEs 3 and 4, (d) FTEs 5 and 6. MMS = Magnetospheric Multiscale; FTE = ﬂux transfer event.

Based on the analysis above, the whistler waves associated with the FTEs can be classiﬁed as the lower and
upper bands. For the lower band whistler waves, they were observed always around the draping regions of
the FTEs and sporadically in the core regions of the FTEs, propagated quasi‐parallel/antiparallel to the magnetic ﬁeld, and their frequencies were broad from ~0.1 fce to ~0.5 fce, except for the one observed inside the
FTE 5 where the lower band waves were propagating perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld and the frequency
was relatively narrow (between 0.25 fce and 0.35fce). We did not ﬁnd any close correlation between the lower
band whistler waves and the electron distribution. But in the trailing part of the draping region with the
medium‐energy electron ﬂux enhancements, the lower band whistler waves were always observed.
For the upper band waves, they were only observed in the core regions of the FTEs and frequently near the
FTEs center; their frequencies were very high (~1.0 fce) and narrow, and they all propagated in the same
direction (dawnward) as well as obliquely antiparallel to the magnetic ﬁeld. The close correlation between
the upper band waves and the dramatic depression of the low‐energy electron ﬂuxes along the 0° direction
can be found during all of the upper band whistler waves. It appears that the upper band whistler waves

Figure 12. (a) A simpliﬁed sketch illustrating magnetic topology of the ﬂux transfer event. (b) A sketch summarizing the
observations of the electron pitch angle distributions in most ﬂux transfer events. MMS = Magnetospheric Multiscale;
IMF = interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld.
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came from the inner magnetosphere along the magnetic ﬁeld lines and scattered the electrons along the 0°
directions as they were propagating.

3. Discussion and Summary
In this paper, we report six FTEs observed at the magnetopause by the MMS mission. All of these six FTEs
were embedded in the continuous southward ion ﬂow, and the ﬂow speeds were larger than 200 km/s. The
sizes of the FTEs were estimated to be ion scale (1.7–12.2di). The ﬁrst two FTEs were observed inside or next
to a reconnection ion diffusion region, as illustrated in Figures 11a and 11b. After these two FTEs, although
the southward ion ﬂows were continuously observed, MMS has left the ion diffusion region. It means that
the reconnection X‐line was moving northward. About 30 s later, another two FTEs were encountered
one by one, as shown in Figure 11c. Then, the FTEs 5 and 6 were observed about 1 min later
(Figure 11d). During this entire interval, the southward ion ﬂows were continuous. Thus, all of these
FTEs should be generated in the process of the reconnection north of these FTEs. The FTEs 1–2 were located
inside the ion diffusion region and thereby should be freshly created (Wang et al., 2010). While the other four
FTEs were observed far away from the ion diffusion region and had left the source region. It should be noted
that these six FTEs were observed before ﬁnal magnetopause crossing from the magnetosheath side to the
magnetosphere side at ~09:20 UT.
The electron pitch angle distributions around the FTEs were investigated in detail. The distributions greatly
depended on the energy range and the corresponding subregions. The low‐energy electrons mainly displayed
the bidirectional ﬁeld‐aligned distribution: the ﬂuxes near the 0° and 180° directions were signiﬁcantly
enhanced in the draping regions of the most FTEs except the FTE6. This type of the electron distribution
could be caused by the reconnection of the ﬁeld lines between the magnetosheath and the magnetosphere.
Once the reconnection occurred at the magnetopause, the magnetosheath low‐energy electrons immediately
entered into the magnetosphere and then were reﬂected, which led to the bidirectional ﬁeld‐aligned distribution of the magnetosheath electrons. As the reconnection extended in the normal direction of the magnetopause, the earlier reconnected ﬁeld lines moved into the core region and bidirectional ﬁeld‐aligned electron
distribution disappeared because there are more electron precipitations into the auroral region.
Consequently, the low‐energy electrons antiparallel to the magnetic ﬁeld (toward the magnetosphere) and
the medium‐/high‐energy electrons parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld (away from the magnetosphere) were
observed at the same time in the core regions. A simpliﬁed sketch is shown in Figure 12 to illustrate this
observed electron distributions (Figure 12b) and possible magnetic topology of the FTE (Figure 12a).
While the FTEs were moving southward and away from the reconnection diffusion regions, the magnetic
ﬁeld component Bx was easily compressed in the tailing part of the FTEs due to the electron convection
motion, and thereby, a pileup region was generated there, as shown in Figures 3f, 4f, 5f, and 5q. Then, the
electrons can be accelerated in the pileup region via the betatron acceleration (Fu et al., 2011; Huang
et al., 2015). Therefore, the enhancements of the medium‐energy electrons near 90° directions could be
observed in the trailing part of the draping region. This electron acceleration resulted in the electron temperature anisotropy for medium energies (e.g., between 80 and 800 eV in Figure 6i). Then, the lower band
whistlers were excited locally due to this electron temperature anisotropy.
A variety of wave modes have been reported in the ﬂux ropes at the magnetopause and in the magnetotail,
for example, electron holes (Khotyaintsev et al., 2010), lower hybrid frequency range waves (Wang et al.,
2016; Zhou et al., 2009), and whistler mode waves (Huang et al., 2016; Kennel et al., 1986). Graham et al.
(2016) reported that the electrostatic solitary waves observed at the magnetopause can be generated by the
beam plasma instability, the warm bistreaming instability, and electron‐ion instabilities. In our study, the
electrostatic solitary waves are observed in the core region of FTEs, where counterstreaming magnetosheath
and magnetosphere electrons dominate. So the beam plasma instability (e.g., an antiparallel electron beam
with the energy between 20 and 80 eV in Figure 6f) can be one potential candidate for the generation of the
electrostatic solitary waves.
The whistler mode waves were frequently observed around the FTEs and classiﬁed as the lower and higher
bands. As for the lower band whistler waves, the frequency range was relatively broad from ~0.1 fce to ~0.5
fce, the normal angle was generally less than 30°, and the Poynting vector was negative or positive or both in
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one event. Moreover, the lower band waves were observed in the ion diffusion region as well (not shown). It
indicates that the lower band whistler waves were excited locally and then propagated toward or away from
the X‐line. The compressed tailing part of the FTEs was one source region of the lower band whistler waves,
since the electron anisotropic produced by betatron acceleration in the perpendicular direction can be
formed in that region.
All of the upper band whistler waves were observed in the core regions of these FTEs. The wave characteristics were uniform, for example, the frequency range was very narrow (~1.0 fce), the normal angel is about
50°, that is, very oblique waves, and most of the upper band waves showed a rising tone feature. Thus, it
seems that these upper band waves originated from the same source region. As they propagated in the core
region, they scattered the low‐energy electrons parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld and caused the depression of
the low‐energy electron ﬂuxes in these directions. Our observation indicates that the whistler mode waves
have many sources at the magnetopause, not only directly generated by the reconnection at the electron diffusion region as suggested previously (Burch et al., 2018; Cao et al., 2017; Deng & Matsumoto, 2001). They
can be generated in the draping regions of the FTEs, especially the tailing part.
In summary, a series of six ion‐scale FTEs at the magnetopause were observed in the southward reconnection outﬂows. The ﬁrst two FTEs were adjacent to the ion diffusion region while the other four FTEs were
found away from the ion diffusion region. The electron distribution was distinct in the different regions of
the FTEs. In the draping region, the low‐energy electrons generally displayed the bidirectional ﬁeld‐aligned
distribution except for the last one, which had evolved for a long time after generation. The medium‐energy
electrons showed the pancake distribution in the trailing part of the draping regions while exhibited the
bidirectional or the beam distribution in the leading part of the draping regions. The whistler waves were
frequently observed around and within the FTEs and classiﬁed as the lower band and upper band based
on the frequency range. The lower band waves were broad, quasi‐parallel/antiparallel propagation; the
frequencies were less than half of the electron gyrofrequency and could be excited locally. The upper band
waves were narrow and oblique, only observed in the core regions, and could originate from the same region.
The upper band whistler waves effectively scatted the low‐energy electrons along the magnetic ﬁeld.
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